Flood irrigation along the lower Orange River opens the opportunity to use water that was already extracted from the river system for condenser cooling. All the water is returned to the irrigation canal after passing through the condenser. Since the water is not returned to the river, temperature restrictions on water outlet temperature can be relaxed. No water treatment, other than screening was assumed, resulting in higher than normal fouling of condenser tubes. Annual average water use for irrigation is sufficient to serve a small number of medium to large solar thermal power stations. The lower condensing temperatures achievable through direct water cooling increased the thermal efficiency of the plant by almost 3% compared to a solar thermal power plant fitted with a direct air cooled condenser. Furthermore, the seasonal range of water temperature varies between 20 and 25 °C which is small compared the changes in air temperature. Consequently, plant output remains fairly constant throughout the year. The plant considered was a hypothetical 50 MWₑ central receiver plant, with a live steam pressure and temperature of 130 MPa of inlet pressure and 540 °C.
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1. Introduction

Concentrated solar power (CSP) plants are built in arid regions with a good solar resource. In such regions, water is scarce, and CSP plants rely increasingly on dry cooling. In South Africa, all CSP plant use direct air cooling, except Bokpoort, that has a wet evaporative cooling system. The large terminal temperature difference, typically larger than 25 °C [1] at an air cooled condenser affects the thermal efficiency of these plants adversely, which may result in a significant loss of income. In evaporative (wet) cooling tower, the approach (difference between water outlet and dry-bulb temperature) is typically smaller than 10 °C [2]. Hence the thermal efficiency of wet cooled power plant is about 3% higher than that of a dry-cooled plant, but water consumption is almost 90% higher [3].

Once-through cooling is in general not considered for solar thermal power plants, as these plants are usually situated in arid regions where water is scarce. High turbidity due to fog and humidity rule out coastal sites, especially for central receiver plant. Environmental legislation imposes severe restrictions on the maximum allowable temperature increase, should water be returned to a river system to protect aquatic organisms living in the water [4]. As a result, large amount of water has to pass through the condenser to keep the condenser outlet temperature down. Furthermore, no chemical treatment of the water is allowed if it is returned to the river.

In South Africa, 8% of allocated water is used by industry and power generation, 18% for municipal use and 62% for agriculture and irrigation [5, 6]. Agriculture and irrigation are responsible for the bulk of water consumption in South Africa, and offers an opportunity if one can tap into it, without actually consuming the water. According to Kenny et al. [7], once-through cooling consumes 7% of the water used (boiler blow-down, mirror cleaning, sanitation, etc.) in power plants compared to 70% for evaporative cooling.

South Africa’s largest river, the Orange River, runs through the Northern Cape, the region that has the highest solar irradiation in the country. Flood irrigation and hence large volumes of water in the lower Orange River irrigation scheme, stretching from Prieska in the east to Onseepkans in the west, a distance of almost 300km. Water is extracted from the river for irrigation at the Boegeberg Dam, Upington and Kakamas. Water from the lower Orange River is almost fully allocated for agricultural municipal and industrial use by users from South Africa and Namibia [6].

This paper explores the feasibility of using water earmarked for irrigation to cool a CSP plant, before the full quota of the water is returned to the irrigation canal(s). Once-through cooling is proposed, as no water is consumed in the cooling process. There is a need to look at the synergy between the irrigation...
scheme and a hypothetical CSP plant. Restrictions on water temperature for agricultural purposes need to be fully understood, as it will determine the number of power stations can be potentially served by the irrigation system.

The central receiver or power tower technology was adopted for this study. It is capacity of reaching a higher temperature than parabolic trough and linear Fresnel systems, and hence yields potential higher thermal efficiencies.

2. Model description

2.1 Heliostat field

The site selected for this case study is Upington, a large town in the Northern Cape, on the Orange River. The coordinates and elevation for Upington is given in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Elevation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-28.395</td>
<td>21.2368</td>
<td>879</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Site location

Weather data for a typical meteorological year (TMY) for Upington was collected from the Solar Radiation Data [9]. Hourly averaged time step data was used to model CSP plant and it was assumed that the plant operate through successive steady states. Solar-PILOT software from National Renewable Energy laboratory (NREL) was used for design, characterization and optimization of concentrating solar power field geometry [10]. Weather data was provided in the format required by Solar-PILOT. The heliostat field layout was set up at design-point (spring equinox), and DNI, solar azimuth and solar elevation angles were specified. Then the heliostat geometry, focus parameters, mirror performance parameters and optical error parameters were set to determine heliostat efficiency at the design point. To determine the annual efficiency of the heliostat field, time integration over a full year was performed. Parameters required for the integration were the hourly DNI over the year, and the position of sun (azimuth and altitude angle). The latter were calculated from Duffie and Beckman [11].

2.2 Central receiver

To determine the total energy received from the optical heliostat field, it is assumed that an external receiver is used with solar salt as heat transfer fluid. Crystallization of the salt mixture starts at 240 °C whilst the salt starts to decompose at temperature above 600 °C. The total heat received is calculated as:

\[ Q_{of} = (DNI)(\eta_f)(A_{fa})(SM) \] (1)

Where the field aperture area \( A_{fa} \) is known as

\[ A_{fa} = (H_e)(A_{he}) \] (2)

There is no set up for the circumferential difference of the average heat flux on the receiver that will change throughout the day and the energy balance for the receivers that produces the heat transfers to the salt is determined.

\[ (a)Q_{of} = a\varepsilon FA(T_{ms}^4 - T_a^4) + UA_{ra}(T_{ms} - T_a) + Q_{salt} \] (3)

It is assumed that the receiver heat flux \( q'_{\text{max}} \) is limited to 700 kW/m² as suggested by Sargent and Lundy LLC Consulting Group [12]. A receiver aspect ratio, \( (L/D) \) of 1.6 was assumed, which allows one to calculate its height \( L \) and diameter \( D \) respectively. Overall heat transfer \( U \) is assumed to be approximately equal to the air side convective heat transfer coefficient. The receiver absorber area is conservatively taken as

\[ A_{ra} = \pi LD \] (4)

For radiation heat losses, it was assumed that the ground, air and surrounding structures are at ambient air temperature. Since the mean radiation temperature is much greater than the air temperature, the impact of this assumption will be insignificant. Also assumed that since the receiver is completely enclosed by its environment, the radiation shape factor will be 1 and the radiation loss is established from the integration over the receiver surface presented by Hoffmann and Madaly [13].

\[ Q_{rad} = \varepsilon \int_0^L [T^4(\xi) - T_a^4]\pi D d\xi \]
\[
\sigma \varepsilon \pi D \int_{0}^{L} T^4(\xi) d\xi - \sigma \varepsilon \pi DL T_{a}^4
= \sigma \pi DL (T_{mr}^4 - T_{a}^4)
\]

(5)

For a linear salt temperature distribution in the receiver, the mean radiation temperature at the receiver surface is calculated by

\[
T_{mr}^4 = \int_{0}^{L} T^4(\xi) d\xi
\]

\[
T_{mr} = \frac{T_{max}^4 + T_{max}^3 T_{min} + T_{max}^2 T_{min} + T_{max} T_{min}^3 + T_{min}^4}{5}
\]

(6)

Where

\[
T_{max} = T_{os} + \frac{2q'_{max} D_{or} \log(D_{or}/D_{ir})}{k_{c}}
\]

\[
T_{min} = T_{ls} + \frac{2q'_{max} D_{or} \log(D_{or}/D_{ir})}{k_{c}}
\]

The receiver also experiences heat losses due to convection. To determine the convective loss which contains of natural and forced (wind focused) convection, a convective heat transfer coefficient is determined from

\[
h = \sqrt{h_{nc}^2 + h_{fc}^2}
\]

(7)

The convective heat transfer coefficient is reliant on the extent of the mixed velocity through the receiver which will recover both the limiting cases for forced convection when \(h_{nc} = 0\) and natural convection for which \(h_{fc} = 0\). The Nusselt number presented in Çengel and Ghajar [14] for natural convection (\(Nu_{nc}\)) is determined by Rayleigh number (\(Ra\)) as

\[
Nu_{nc} = \frac{h_{nc} D}{k_a} = 0.1 Ra^{1/3}
\]

(8)

Where \(k_a\), the thermal conductivity of air, and the air properties are calculated at the mean film temperature. The mean receiver surface temperature are also determined by

\[
T_{mr} = T_{os} + T_{ls} + \frac{2q'_{max} D_{or} \log(D_{or}/D_{ir})}{k_{tm}}
\]

(9)

The receiver is approximated as a cylinder. The forced convection heat transfer coefficient for flow across a circular cylinder presented by Zukauskas [14] is calculated as

\[
Nu_{fc} = \frac{h_{fc} D}{k_a} = 0.027 Re^{0.805} Pr^{0.333}
\]

(10)

The air properties are also calculated again at the mean film temperature due to the Reynolds \(Re\) and Prandtl numbers \(Pr\). Where Reynolds number is defined as

\[
Re = \frac{\rho V(y) D}{\mu}
\]

(11)

The exact shape of the wind profile depends on the atmospheric stability, but for accessibility the wind speed at the receiver height is calculated from the \(1/7\)th law for a neutral (adiabatic) atmosphere which is

\[
V(y) = V_10 \left( \frac{y}{10} \right)^{-1/7}
\]

(12)

Standard wind speed measurements are taken at 10 m above the ground level. Hence, convective loss is determined by

\[
Q_{conv} = \pi DL h_f c(T_{mr} - T_{a})
\]

(13)

### 2.3 Thermal energy storage

Figure 2 assumes that thermal energy storage loss is limited to the tank side wall, and only up to the salt level inside the tank. Since there is a direct connection between the salt inventories stored inside the tank and heat loss from the tank, assumed that the overall heat transfer coefficient is constant. That is \(U = 6 \ W/^\circ C\) which bring about 1.5 % loss to the energy stored per day from a fully changed tank [15]. The thermal energy loss is given as

\[
Q_{tel} = \pi D H S U (T_{ms} - T_{a})
\]

(14)

**Fig. 2: Schematic diagram of thermal energy storage**

Rodriguez et al [16] gives the comprehensive calculation of the heat losses in a storage tank. They assumed if the receiver heat flux is adequate for full load operation when the storage run out, the turbine will start again and this will partially offset the thermal lag of the solar thermal power plant. The amount of thermal energy stored per hour is determined by

\[
Q_{tes} = Q_{salt, in} - Q_{tel}
\]

(15)

### 2.4 Steam generation

From figure 3, it assumed that the preheater, evaporator, and super-heater in the steam generator are in series with a re-heater contained in parallel to the super-heater. Also, it is assumed that the exit salt temperature from the latter components is equal. The split in salt flow rate between the super-heater and re-heater is determined by the pinch to 5 °C [17]. This value
was found from optimization of a heat recovery boiler [17] and may not directly apply to a molten salt steam generator. The hot salt temperature was limited to 565 °C and the cold salt temperature was not allowed to drop below 270 °C. The temperature of the cold salt differs in a narrow band around 273 °C. To calculate the salt flow rate, a heat balance was established from the inlet of the pre-heater to the super-heater and re-heater outlets on the steam generator.

In equation (16), \( \Delta h_{rh} \) is the increase in enthalpy in the re-heater, \( h_{fw} \) is the saturated feed-water enthalpy entering the evaporator, \( m_{rh} \) is the mass flow rate of the steam through the re-heater, \( h_{sh} \) is the steam enthalpy exiting the pre-heater, \( h_{ph} \) is the steam enthalpy entering the pre-heater, \( m_{ph} \), the mass flow rate of the steam through the high pressure turbine, \( T_{sat} \), the water/steam saturation temperature at the existence steam pressure, \( T_{is} \), the inlet salt temperature, \( T_{os} \), the outlet salt temperature, \( C_{pmst} \), the salt specific heat at the mean salt temperature, and \( m_{s} \), the mass flow rate of the salt.

2.5 Power block
The power block model assumes a single reheat Rankine cycle as shown in figure 4. The power block contains the following components: a steam generator, high, intermediate and low pressure steam turbines, electrical generator, condenser, feed-pump, and three feed-water heaters. The Microsoft Excel software with the add-in X steam [18] was used to calculate the thermodynamic properties of water and steam which includes temperature, pressure, entropy, enthalpy, and moisture content at all inlet and outlet of all components. The power block model is assumed to run through successive hourly steady states, with an instant step change between steady states, due to its small characteristic time related to the rate of change in DNI.

Fig. 4: Schematic diagram of STPP power block
The turbine used is based on the Siemens SST-800 series with a steam pressure of 130 bar and temperature of 540 °C [19]. The life steam states remains fixed at the maximum capacity rating of the turbine. The reheat pressure is assumed to be one quarter of the life steam pressure and the reheat temperature is the same as the inlet temperature of the high pressure turbines. The isentropic efficiency of the low, intermediate and high pressure turbines is assumed to be 90, 85 and 82 % respectively [19].

The plant is fitted with three feed-water heaters as shown in figure 4. It is assumed that the bled steam from the turbines condensed to saturated liquid in feed-water heaters, and is dumped directly into the deaerator. It is assumed that the increase in temperature across all feed-water heaters are equal [20]. The isentropic efficiencies of both condensate extractions pump (P1) and feed-water pump (P2) is assumed 75 %.

A once-through surface condenser is assumed. It was modelled based on the parameters of a typical single shell, two pass condenser with Admiralty brass tubes given by Goodenough [21]. The condenser backpressure depends on the raw water temperature. It is also assumed that the properties of cooling water (river water) entering the condenser is the same as that of clean water. The total surface area of the tube and the material property are fixed, and it is assumed that there is no pressure drop across the condenser. Since the change in cooling water temperature is mainly seasonal and slow, the cooling water inlet temperature is kept constant during each time step. From the cooling water output temperature, the increase in temperature, the terminal temperature difference and initial temperature difference was determined. The fouling factor depends on water temperature, and was calculated from Goodenough’s equation [21]. The power block was validated with SAM and showed a good correlation between both of them.
3. Model results

At design point, the heliostat field efficiency generated from the Solar-PILOT is at 46.90%. The receiver loss is about 35%. This is due to radiation and convection losses on the receiver. The effect of cooling water temperature on the power block performance is represented in figure 5. By varying the inlet cooling water temperature entering the condenser, the turbine output increased as the power block efficiency increased. At design point, the reference inlet cooling water temperature is 21.1 °C, the terminal temperature difference is 5 °C, the initial temperature difference is at 12 °C and the temperature difference between the inlet and outlet cooling water is calculated as 7 °C. From these conditions, table 2 is presented.

![Fig. 5: Effect of cooling water temperature on power block performance](image)

To prevent thermal pollution, the cooling water is not allowed to experience a temperature difference above 10 °C [22]. This make the condenser model become valid and appropriate for CSP plant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy supplied to steam generator</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>47.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlet temperature</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>28.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fouling factor</td>
<td>W/K</td>
<td>0.00131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power output</td>
<td>MWₑ</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: STPP result at design point**

Based parameters in table 2, the outlet cooling water can return to irrigation system and be used for agricultural irrigation purposes. The analysis of hourly occurrence of the cooling water temperature experienced over the year from Orange River near Upington is represented in figure 6. It shows that the range of inlet cooling water temperature between 20 °C and 25 °C occurs frequently than other cooling water temperature collected from South African Weather Service (SAWS). In comparing this temperature with the range of hourly occurrence of the air ambient temperature (25-30 °C) experienced over the year, its shows that once through cooling has a greater advantage of improving the thermal performance of the CSP plant than any other cooling systems. The same parameters was used to model CSP plant using air-cooled system and compared with once-through cooling system. It shows that there is an improvement in the thermal efficiency of once-through cooling CSP plant with a difference of 2.9%.

![Fig. 6: Annual hourly occurrence of inlet cooling water (Orange River) temperature](image)

Figure 7 shows the function of growth with temperature in the surface condenser. The growth occurs as a result of microbiological fouling and then kill-off as temperature increases.

![Fig. 7: Function of growth with temperature](image)

Figure 8 shows the performance of the power block against the condenser fouling at variable inlet cooling water temperature. As the temperature of the cooling water reduced, the resistance to condenser fouling reduced and there is an increase in the thermal efficiency of the CSP plant. The condenser fouling can be treated by softening or filtration.
The lower Orange River scheme uses 751 million cubic meters of water per year (a flow of about 24 m³/s) [4]. Based on the cooling water flow rate at design point which is 2.24 m³/s, the design CSP plant will use about 70 million cubic meters of water per year. This means that the irrigated water can serve about 5 CSP plant using OTC system. This principle of using once through cooling for power plant can now solve the problem of power plant performance and at the same time still use the discharge water for agricultural irrigation purposes. Since the outlet cooling water is not returning to the eco-system (i.e. return back to the river), there wouldn’t be any impact on the environment (eco-system). Then, the cooling water can be return to the irrigated canal or stored and used when needed or run it directly to the farm.

Over decades, environmental constraint has made once through cooling ineffective in power plant due to the government policy which does not allow new power plants to be constructed using water for cooling because the discharge cooling water can be harmful contaminants to the eco-system. Also, inability to prevent the aquatic animal living inside the water limit once-through cooling. But since there is an existing agricultural-irrigation system working perfectly in SA, this constraint can be totally avoided.

Based on agricultural constraint, there is no policy or law that constraint the use of irrigated water for CSP plant. No law that restrict not to discharge cooling water to the irrigation system. Then, it is assumed that the process is legal since law or policies were not broken. However, the withdraw water from the river for irrigation is not allow to be treated other than filtering or screening. This makes it possible to use the water for cooling in CSP plant.

4. Conclusion

Once through cooling has potential to increase the performance of the CSP plant, since the temperature of the cooling water determine how efficient the CSP plant will be. Design calculations, using once through cooling on a hypothetical CSP plant was done. This design will increase the production of electricity in South Africa and other parts of the world, provided that a suitable water source is available. Details are provided for each component of CSP plant that was used. Once through cooling was compared with air-cooling, and for this particular plant, and increase of almost 3 % in thermal efficiency was predicted.

As a result of restriction on the treatment of cooling water, condenser fouling is a potential problem and possible solution to reduce it was discussed. Trade-off between improved thermal efficiency against condenser fouling was done. The results show that condenser fouling has an effect on overall performance of the CSP plant. It shows a great advantage of using the cooling water coming out from the condenser for irrigation and agricultural purposes. An environmental and agricultural constraint was identified. Based on this study, a recommendation to use OTCS for CSP plant was made which will be a great benefit for the government and the entire people of SA.
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